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BlueVision
 

Camera General Catalogue   

 

Bluevision Ltd., Japan is a dedicated lens supplier for prism based line scan 
cameras and now enlarges its product range to video cameras which are 
utilized our unique and deep spectroscopic technologies and knowledge.     

Camera Line up  
Machine Vision    

   
CMOS)   

BV-C3350 Bi Focal Line scan camera (2 CMOS) 
BV-C3500 Wide Spectral Range Line scan camera 

(Visible CMOS+InGaAs) 
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BV-C3350Bi Focal Line scan camera   

 

 

 

 

BV-C3500  WideSpectral Range Line scan camera   

 

 

 

 

BV-C3350 has a beam splitter and two CMOS sensors. Each sensor is located with an offset 
in order to focus on the different plane which is to be inspected. For instance, it is effective 
if the dust or scratch on the surface and bottom of glass are inspected at  the same time. 
 As sensors are installed based on customer’s inspection objects, this is BTO product. 

BV-C3500 line scan camera employs a newly developed beam splitter and equips two sensors, 
one for visible and the other for SWIR wave length in order to cover wide spectral range. 
As BV-C3500 uses only one lens, both sensors have the same optical axis so that it is easy to 
inspect objects with wide range wave length.

F o r  M a c h i n e  V i s i o n 

Optics:F2.8 Beam splitter  
Sensor： 2 CMOS, 4096 pixels, 7μm x7µm 
Line rate: 55µs to 1 sec 
S/N： 55dB 
Synchronization： Internal/External Trigger 
Interface: Camera Link 
Lens mount: M52 mount 
 Patent pending  

Optics:F2.8 Beam splitter 
Sensor: Visual  4096pixles, 7μmx7µm x 1
            SWIR  InGaAs 512pix, 25μmx25µm x 1 
Wave length:  400nm∼1600nm 
S/N：55dB 
Synchronization: Internal / External Trigger 
Interface: Camera Link 
Lens mount: M52 mount 
 Patent Pending  
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